Algorithms based on the use of Taylor series are developed for the numerical solution of Volterra integral and integro-differential equations of arbitrary order. It is shown that these algorithms are uniformly convergent, bounds are obtained for the truncation error, and an asymptotic error analysis is provided for the integral equation
The technique used in this study for the automation of the differentiation problem uses a program written in FORM AC [14] . In comparison with hand calculation, the use of this program greatly enlarges the class of equations for which it is practical to solve using our Taylor series based methods.
In what follows, y(u) (or y(u), if ambiguous), stands for the sequence y(u), yl(u), . . . , y^ (u) Therefore, F(x, y(x), s, y(s)) would represent the integrand in (1) . In contexts where there is no ambiguity, we often abbreviate still further: /for f(x, y(x)) and F for F(x, y(x), s, y(s)).
II. Definition of the Algorithms. Two variations of a Taylor series algorithm of order q, q > 1, will be discussed. It is assumed that both / and F are q + 1 times continuously differentiable with respect to all their arguments.
Suppose we expand y, and each of the first p derivatives of y, in qth order Taylor series around xn = a + nh: y(r\xn + x)=/r\xn) + hy<"+1Xxn) + ■ ■ . + hly('+«XXn)
(2) hq+l , («7 + 1)! y W" h with xn < ffi < xn+j, for r = 0, 1, . . . , p. By successively differentiating (1), using Leibnitz's rule, we obtain with bounded weights \wnk | < W, for k < n, and wQQ = 0. Now, using (3) and (4), the following approximations y(np+'^ to y(-p+'\xn), i = 0, 1, . . . , q, are defined:
L^' \x=Xn,y(xn)=7n 1~*W \A-dx' ]*=*]} x=x".y(X")=7n +h i ^n4"f1 _► S\+o(ha). fc = 0 \X.dx Js=xk,x=xn,y(xk)=ykJ
Putting these together, an algorithm of order q can be defined as follows: Algorithm 1. At step n, n = 0, 1, . . . ,N -1, The 0(ha) terms in (5) and (6.3) can be thought of as representing the total of various corrections, including perhaps roundoff error. It is assumed that a > 1.
In the above, we could have defined (7) y(äi =f(xn+vyn7i) + h"Í: ^lx,kF^n+vyn+l,xk,7k)+ (Kha), instead of defining y^Plx by means of a Taylor expansion. Consideration of the resulting algorithm, which eliminates the need to calculate the qlh derivative of (1) and leads to the possibility of an implicit definition of y*f+\, is necessary to the subsequent theory. We omit a discussion of the precise nature of any iteration, and define:
Algorithm 2. At step n, n = 0, 1, . . . , N-1, A. Use (7) to calculate a value for y^,.
III. Analysis of Convergence. In order to bound the truncation error, the quantities eft = yft -y(r\xn), r = 0, 1, . . . ,p + q, n = 0, 1, . . . ,N-1, are examined. Algorithm 1 is considered first. For r = 0, 1, . . . , p, we subtract (2) from (6.3) and take absolute values to obtain \ynrli -y(r)(*n+i)\ < \ynr) -/r)(*")i + h\y%+1} -j#+1)(*")i + • • • + qj\y{:+q) ~y(r+q\xn)\ +^-n?yr+q+í)(úr))l + 0(ha) or (9) left 11 <íf l#+/)l + 0(hq + l) + 0(ha), since y(r+q + 1\x) is continuous on the closed interval a < x < b, and so is bounded. Now, for eft4"/*, i -1, 2,. . . , q, we subtract (3), evaluated at x = xn, from At this point we separate our analysis and restrict ourselves, for the time being, to Algorithm 1. By using (13), we can eliminate all occurrences of error expressions of order > p from (9) . Let ek = max0<f.<p.0</<fc|e}'') |. Then by (13), |e<>+i>| < K3(p + l)e" + hK4(p + \)nen + Ks ¿ E(h, u) + 0(ha). Since the second term is at a maximum when r = p, we have (15) en + x< e"(l 4-hHK6) + hK5 ¿ E(h, t) ■ 0(ht+1) + 0(ha) + 0(hq + 1).
r=i
We are now ready for our first major result. Theorem 2. Let a numerical algorithm for solving (I) be defined by Algorithm 1. Then, using the notation we have developed,
Proof. We apply Henrici's Lemma [8, p. 18 ] to (15) . This yields
By observing that nh = xn -a and simplifying, (16) is obtained. Now, maxo<n<;vWxn) ~yn K e" by definition, and e0 = 0(ha), so if we assume that E(h, 1)
is at least 0(h) and that the other E(h, t) are bounded, we see that Therefore, we can state Corollary 3. In order to insure 0(hq) convergence (the maximum fixed by the order of the Taylor expansion) in the application of Algorithm 1, we must have (a) 0(E(h, t))>q-t+\,and (b) a>q + 1.
In other words, the quadrature rule for the integral of the first derivative of F must be of order q, but rules for successively higher derivatives can be successively less precise. In addition, the order of any additional error made during a given step must be no smaller than a = q + 1.
The analysis of Algorithm 2 is similar. The major difference is in the bound for left I, which now resembles in structure those for the |e^p + '*|, i = 1,2, ... . If (1) , evaluated at xn is subtracted from (7), for ynp\ and absolute values are taken, then leftl < Kx "¿ |eft>| +hK2 ¿ ¿ |eft>| 4-E(h, 0) + 0(ha),
by analogy to the argument leading up to (11). |eft| now appears on both sides of the inequality. Solving for leftl, and introducing 7k = max0</.<p_1;0</<k|ej'')|, we get |eft|<M7 "¿' leftl + Ks7n + y^-+ 0(ha),
where K2 KlP =T^F2 and ** = r=vV h<ho<K2.
If we apply Lemma 1, and observe that 1 4-hK1 < e 7, h(n -1) <b -a, and \e(p)\ = 0(ha), we obtain
and Kl0 i n0K2
it follows that (17) le<p)\<Kg7n+KxQE(h, 0) 4-0(ha).
Using (17) and the definition of 7k in (13), we obtain, for i = 1, 2, . . . , q -1, rv. AnAsymptotic Error Expansion. We would now like to derive an asymptotic expansion for the errors incurred in the application of Algorithm 1, in the case p = 0. This is the case of the classical Volterra integral equation (18) y(x) = f(x) + Ç F(x, s, y(s))ds.
It is assumed that the functions / and F are now q + 2 times continuously differentiahie. The following assumption is also made, concerning the integration rules we are License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
In terms of Corollary 3, E(h, 0 = Qi(xn,y(xn))hq-i+l + 0(h«-i+2).
Our goal is to find an expression for en + x that does not involve any errors of order > 1. To do this, we reconsider our analysis of e^+'\ i -1, 2, . . . ,q. Subtracting Suppose Algorithm 2 is applied to this equation, with the order of the algorithm being 1, the approximations to e(xk) and e(-1\xk) called ek and eft, respectively, and the additional error made at each step no greater than 0(h2). We then have (29) e"+1 =e;+^0) +0(h2),
If we write out the equation for eft, analogous to (30), and substitute into (29), then (29) is precisely (28). Therefore, by Corollary 5,
--e(xn)
h" = \en -e(xn)\ < en = 0(h), |e" -hqe(xn)\ = 0(hq + l) so yn -y(xn) + hqe(xn) + 0(hq + 1), which was to be proved. For asymptotic results on related problems, see Linz [11] and Feldstein and Sopka [6] .
V. Implementation. The most difficult part of the two algorithms to implement, indeed the factor that has usually led to the dismissal of Taylor series methods from practical consideration in several areas, is the necessary differentiation of perhaps For n = 3, this will not work. We need an alternate means of computing yft and .yft. Using FORMAC, we can easily differentiate (1) + 1) ).
Thus, we retain our qth order accuracy.
In our implementation of Algorithm 2, in order to obtain a value for the y^n+i appearing on the right-hand side of (7), >>ft is first evaluated by means of the equivalent formula in Algorithm 1. Therefore, we essentially have a predictorcorrector arrangement in the approximation of y^p'(x ). All the other values are computed directly, without iteration.
VI. Computational Efficiency. In order to provide some estimates for the amount of time required to execute each of the proposed algorithms, we make the following assumptions: -The major part of the computational effort in both cases lies in the repeated evaluations of the functions / and F (and their derivatives).
-The necessary derivatives will have been obtained previously.
for all values of i, j, and n, can each be evaluated (numerically) in roughly the same time.
-Each approximate integration requires n + 1 function evaluations.
For Algorithm 1, the functional count is as follows: At xn, we must evaluate ■yip+O {qx i = 1,2, ... ,q. y^p+l^ requires one evaluation of d'f/dx', i evaluations of
and, in the numerical integration, n + 1 evaluations of d'F/dx', for a total of n + /' 4-2. Therefore, the total functional count would be
For large TV, therefore, the dominant term would be qN2\2.
The count for Algorithm 2 is similar. In our implementation, y" + x is predicted by Algorithm 1, then corrected by (7), so there are an additional N + 2 evaluations per step:
For large AC the (q + l)N2/2 term dominates. Tables 1,2 , and 3, which present the absolute errors at the point x = 1.0 for q = 1, 2,3,4, and h = .1, .05, .025.
Equations (1) and (2) have been considered previously in the literature. Our q = A results will be used as standards for comparison.
For Eq. (1), Algorithm 2 compares favorably with the block-by-block technique of Linz [13] ; his results are slightly better than those of Algorithm 1. Campbell and Day [3] get more accurate results using their 0(h6), 15 iteration technique.
For Eq. (2), both our algorithms give uniformly better results than those of Day [4] , [5] , Linz [12] , and a previous method by the author [7] . They are also more accurate than four out of the five methods proposed by Wolfe and Phillips [15] .
Their fifth technique, an 0(h4) Runge-Kutta type method, gives better results for h = .1, but our algorithms are more accurate for h = .025. Corollary 3 tells us that for qth order accuracy in the application of Algorithm 1, it is sufficient to use a quadrature rule of order q -i + 1 to approximate
-[Fds, i= 1, 2, ... ,q.
J xo dx
Likewise, Corollary 5 implies that for Algorithm 2, rules of order q -i can be used.
To verify these results experimentally, the two algorithms were each modified such that for agth order method, all integrations were performed using¿7th order quadrature rules exclusively. Equations (1), (2), and (3) were then solved with these modified algorithms. The results are presented in Tables 4, 5 , and 6. The data strongly
indicates that no loss in accuracy occurs when the minimal order integration rule is used. In fact, the standard algorithm sometimes gives better results, as can be observed by comparing Table 3 with Table 6 .
In Section IV, it was demonstrated that the error term in the application of 
